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ENGLISH

CREATIVE WRITING

I.1. Your school Annual Day falls in this month. Write a letter to your friend inviting her / him for the Annual Day. 5

2. Write a few sentence to make pupils aware of 'how useful trees are for all of us.’ 5

GRAMMAR

II.1. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions. 2

a) She came ______ the bell rang. (before, because)
b) Run fast _______ you will miss the bus. (and, or)

2. Fill in the blanks with the correct pronouns. 1

a) Trees give ______ (he, us) many useful things.
b) Harish is my friend. _____ (Him, He) lives near my house.

3. Complete the sentences using correct adverb. 2

a) The dog is barking _______. (loud)
b) You must do your homework ________. (regular)

SPELLING

III.1. Filling in the missing letter. 4

a) s_ui_rel b) d_i_ies c) j_al_us d) p_e_ent

2. Write the correct word. 2

a) emrivnnten e) nrewdo c) aftsrbeka d) aodmind

3. Choose the correctly spelt word. 4

a) flicked fliked fleked
b) recives receives ricives
b) preist preast priest
d) blasing blazing blaiing
VOCABULARY

IV.1. Give one word for the following.  3
a) People who are part of the court of the king.
b) Plants which grow on or near water.
c) Go away without getting noticed.

2. Make a sentence of your own using the given word.  2
a) promise  
b) wonderful

3. Fill the correct word from the brackets to complete the sentences.  1
a) Meena wants to _______ a new bicycle. (bye, buy)
b) My brother swims in the _______. (see, sea)

4. Fill up with the opposites of the underlined words.  4
a) Tanmay and Sona were playing puzzle inside the room when they heard a loud noise from ________.
b) Caterpillars are lazy but butterflies are _________.
c) The king always laughed at Tenali’s jokes but the courtiers _________ liked it.
d) Try to make good friends and not _________.

LITERATURE

V. Answer the following questions.  3
a) Where did Sona look for the environment before going out? Why did Sona look for the environment?  2
b) Find the lines in the poem that mean the same as these lines.  2
   (i) The hot sun is not there.
   (ii) The star does not close its eyes.
c) What did Tenali buy with the gold coins?  1
d) I am not a bird or a plane. I have no wings or feathered things. Who am I?  1
e) Why did Aunt Rachel took Jenny home?  2
f) What must we recycle to protect the environment?  2
VI. Plants and trees also have emotions and can feel fear. You can sense that if you have a compassionate heart. Look upon others as being part of yourself. Only God loves us selflessly.